
Week 1
Zoom - Jan 31

● What is history: study of humans and their actions (important to study the impact of

actions that have happened in the past)

● Why study history?

○ Can learn from past mistakes and move forward

○ Can gain insights why people, countries, cultures are the way they are

■ For instance: Iran and US tension caused by Iran overthrowing their

monarchy in 1979 (supported by the US) and becoming an Islamic

republic

○ Helps in asking questions and seeking multiple perspectives to develop a more

informed view of the world around us

○ The only constant is change

Reading - What is History (Jenkins)
● Overall talks about what history is in “theory” and in “practice” and coming up with a

definition of history based on both

Theory:
● History is one of a series of discourses about the world. These discourses don’t create

the world (the physical land), instead they appropriate it and give it all meaning it has

● History is not the same as the past however it does inquire about the past. This is

because the past can be interpreted in many different ways meaning that based on your

discipline you will describe and give meaning to things differently (framing them)

● History is a discourse about the past but it is categorically different from the past

● History is something recorded about the past (often referred to as historiography which is

the writings of historians)

● Past - object of attention, historiography - the way past is attended to, History - the whole

thing (totality of relationships)

● Why this distinction is important:
○ We need to learn about history for one reason or another and the only way to do

this is through some type of text explaining things that have happened in the past

○ Reading history from one source means you only learned what that person is

saying and not actual history
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○ This new community was called an umma and was open to all tribes and clans to

be a part of and was difficult to disband as it was held by God himself

○ Many tribes joined voluntarily the umma because it was in their best interest and

therefore the umma became more powerful

○ Yemen which was ruled by the Persians resisted at first as they had faith in the

pagans but later on they decided to join the umma for their safety

○ When he died in 632, most of the loyalty was gone by tribes because they were

loyal to him and some prophets started to appear in other tribes but Abu Bakr

was able to subjugate the renegades through military force

Ibn Hisham Reading

● After the prophet passed away, the Ansari clan of Banu Saidah sided with Saad ibn

Ubadah and Usayd ibn Hudayr with Banu Abdul-Asshal and other muhajurin sided with

Abu Bakr

● Some people were saying that Abu Bakr being appointed was a hasty slip and if they

could go back in time they wouldn’t have done it

● Umar delivered a speech and said it was true but he did that to prevent a worse evil from

happening

● After the prophet’s death, Abu Bakr said that the Ansar are good people, however Arabs

need someone from Quraysh to rule them due to lineage and residence

● So it was either Umar or Abu Abaydah and one of the Ansar said we should have 2

rulers (1 ansar, 1 muhajurin) and this caused alot more tension that’s why Umar took

Abu Bakr’s hand and said he will follow him and the muhajurin followed then the Ansar

Recording
● Two main topics:

○ Rise of Islam in Arabia

○ Succession of the prophet (leader of community)

● Rise of Islam in Arabia:
○ Islam started in Mecca which was the center of trade and started to become

hierarchical (rich vs poor Quraysh) and it became a capitalistic society

(individualistic, greedy) and abandoned the good qualities of the desert

○ Clan: branch of tribe

○ Muhammad was known for loyalty and did not accept the pagan society and was

seeking truth
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and idealistic - other arabs and medina people liked him although he was a qurayshi)

were in competition together

● Uthman ruled for 12 years, the first 6 years were good and there was money, however

after that the empire expansion came to a halt so there weren’t enough resources and

people started to complain (wanted higher salaries) and accused Uthman of nepotism

(appointing his family members in high positions). When he rejected, they killed him

● The islamic empire at the time was formed of Syria, Iraq, western Iran, Arabia (mecca,

medina), Egypt. Most arabs migrated and lived in Syria, Iraq or Egypt

● The arabs of syria didn’t have any problems with the policies of Uthman (they supported

him) because they were ruled by Muawiya (the first cousin of Uthman) and people of

Syria liked Muawiya so they supported Uthman

● Why was Uthman killed and who killed him?

○ The arabs of Egypt and Iraq because they didn’t like his policies

○ When Egyptian rebels returned to Medina, outraged by the official letter ordering

the capital punishment of their leaders, Ali as the guarantor of Uthman's

promises, asked Uthman to speak with the rebels directly. Uthman denied any

knowledge of the letter, and Ali and Muhammad Ibn Maslamah attested to this.

But by this time the choices offered by the rebels amounted to only the

resignation or abdication of Uthman and selection of another caliph. As turmoil

broke out, Ali left. Ali seems to have broken with Uthman in despair over his own

inability to break the influence of Marwan on the caliph. Ali intervened only after

being informed that the rebels were preventing the delivery of water to the

besieged caliph.[20] He tried to mitigate the severity of the siege by his insistence

that Uthman should be allowed to have water.[21] Ali even went to the extent of

sending his own sons to protect Uthman's house when he was in danger of being

attacked.[22][23] The rebels protested against this and transgressed as a

result.[24]

○ This is the fitna (division) that muslims were worried about

● Uthman was killed all of a sudden without a trial

● When Ali started ruling, the community was already divided (just vs unjust killing of

Uthman).

● The first challenge faced by Ali was Uthmanis who believed he was killed unjustly and

therefore the people who killed him should be killed as well. But Ali decided to wait which
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● In Syria things are different because there are different materials. There are two main

stones (based on the Roman buildings):

○ White limestone

○ Black bassild

○ These were more sustainable, hence there are more umayyad buildings in

Palestine and Jordan

● Dome of the Rock:
○ The original Kiblah

○ The place where the prophet descended to heaven

○ There was an ummayd palace near the dome of the rock (reveals it’s also a

political center as well as a religious center)

○ This was completed in Abd el Malek’s time (some changes were made later but

same structure)

○ The colors of the material used doesn’t fade with time

○ They used the white limestone and black bassild

○ It’s designed using the technologies Byzantines (the columns, piers and arches)

○ It looks like it’s designed for tawaf and not classic muslim prayer

■ This was designed during the time were mecca and madina were in the

hands of ibn al zubayr so it’s possible that abd el malek made an

alternative hajj center in Jerusalem

○ Gives an indication of the wealth and luxury of the umayyds (mosaics on the

walls with drawings showing wealth)

○ It’s bigger and more impressive than the churches in Jerusalem

● Ummayd Mosque in Damascus:
○ Built on the site of an ancient holy place then becomes a roman temple then

becomes a christian church

○ After the muslim conquest it was divided between muslims and christians but

during Al Walid it was only for muslims

○ There’s a holy shrine with st john the baptist there and it shows continuity

○ The mosaics portray a fantasy landscape (river and big trees which frame a

village)

○ People from constantinople were hired to do some mosaics because the syrians

didn’t have these skills
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● Baghdad:

○ Was far from Shia in Kufa

○ It had rivers and therefore there was fertile land and agriculture which allowed for

trade, this made it a rich city which meant that they had resources to make it

beautiful

● Translation Movement:

○ Many of the people in court knew both Arabic and Greek and were able to

translate Greek literature into arabic

○ This was important because they valued the civilizations before them so they

built on them rather than starting from scratch (all empires did the same)

○ They benefited from this literature by building hospitals through learning from

Greek medicine

○ They only took the important things (medicine, math, literature, philosphy)

● Abbasid Culture:

○ They introduced paper (based on chinese culture) which led to a revolution in the

culture

○ Before paper people used papyrus or animal skin which are both thick so you

cannot make a book out of such material so this helped in the spread of

knowledge because books made of paper were easy to carry around

● Decline:

○ Fight between the sons of Al-Harun (civil war) which destroyed the city and

weakened the army

○ Also the turkish army took control of the caliphs who were already weak

○ This was mainly because there were riots in baghdad (people were not happy,

not many resources) therefore the caliphs moved away from the capital in

isolated cities which allowed the army to take more control and they were able to

assassinate the caliphs who did not accommodate their needs

○ Also the caliphs were weak because they were materialistic and indulged in

luxury (this is the theory of Ibn Khaldun, with luxury people lose power and they

start going down the hill)
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Recording
● Themes:

○ The Fatimid caliphate

○ Shia Islam and how it spread and came to power

● Shia Islam:

○ Supporters of Ali who believed he was supposed to be the caliph from the first

day

○ They did not believe any other caliph was legitimate

○ Turning point of the Shia Islam was Karbalaa when al-Hussein (sun of Ali) had a

revolution against Yazid (son of Muawiya)

○ al-Hussein was supported by Kufa but when the Shia saw the army of Yazid they

backed out

○ This made the Shia feel repentance and it crystalised the movement

○ They wanted the descendants of al-Hussein to come to power because Hassan

was not active

○ Their leader is called the imam

○ They hated the Umayyads and worked with the Abbasids to bring them down but

when the Abbasids came into power they did not fulfill their promise

○ They worked underground and they created their own caliphate which is the

Fatimid caliphate

○ Imam:

■ Descendant of Ali

■ Religious guides who are divine (they believe there is a divine light that

passes from the prophet and his descendants)

■ They are also political leaders

■ You cannot live without an Imam, they guide you in the current and after

life

○ They worked in secret under their imams

○ Jaafar al-Sadiq:

■ He was the 6th Imam

■ He was a religious scholar and was respected by both sunni and shia

muslims, when he died he had 2 sons (Mousa and Ismail)

■ Ismail was the eldest and therefore the caliphate should go to him but he

died before his father
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■ They had 500 years, 350 were decline

● Caliphs:

○ The 4 rightly guided caliphs never added a religious aura but the Abbasids and

Fatimids did so they became symbols of Islam and people didn’t want them to

leave

○ Caliphate changed to be hereditary during Umayyads

○ Discuss how umayyads and their successors all became surrounded with luxury

○ During each caliphate the caliph himself changed

○ Usually at the beginning the caliph was powerful but at the end became weaker

Week 10 & 11
Crusaders Movie

● The crusaders fought the muslims for Jerusalem (a war of christians vs muslims)

● Jerusalem was ruled by the romans (Christians - where their messiah was crucified)

before it was taken by muslims (the prophet ascended to heaven here)

● The Crusaders:

○ Duke Godfrey was one of the veterans who led an army from the German Empire

to Jerusalem (the army was the crusades) (he was a pious man and a greater

warrior, he was respected)

○ Many people participated because they believe it’s a spiritual war that’s going to

purify their souls of sin (there are also other agendas but that’s the core)

(religion/spirituality was the driving force)

○ The francs (everyone who participated in the crusades) were considered

barbarians who came to destroy the peak of Islamic civilization

○ European Lands:

■ were plagued with wars

■ Monarchies and central governments hadn’t yet developed so it was petty

lordships

■ There was a lot of raiding

■ It was a very violent society

■ The church was the only organization that was able to overcome that

anarchy

■ The europeans wanted a better life
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■ It killed 40% of Egyptians

■ This meant less manpower and therefore there was not a lot of agriculture

and hence it impacted trade and the economy as a whole

○ The mamluk system depended on who was strong, the strongest man should rule

○ During the time of el malek el saleh, when a soldier is older and is part of the elite

force, the ruler would give him a piece of land (iqta3), the better you are and the

more service you do, the more land you get which means you have more money

(they collect taxes and can buy more slaves), when you die, the strongest slave

will start ruling the household and recruiting more slaves and so on (the more

slaves you buy, the more you’re likely to be strong and be can be the sultan)

○ There was qotos then babers (they say babers killed qotos because he was

stronger and that made him more legitimate to be the sultan)

○ This is a double edged sword because this system can lead to very strong and

good rulers however it can also lead to chaos and fights over the throne and

instability (this happened during the decline)

○ What is the battle of mongols against the mamluks?

■ Ain Jalut and it led by quotes

■ This battle gave the mamluks legitimacy

■ It was the first time that someone would defeat the mongols

■ The mongols sent some of their envoys to cairo demanding qutuz to

surrender egypt but he killed those envoys and displayed their heads on

the bab zuweila gate of cairo

■ The mamluks captured damascus 5 days after the battle

■ On their way back to cairo, Qutuz was assassinated by some emirs in

conspiracy led by Baibars

○ Babers:

■ He was very strong, ruled for 20 years

■ Baibars also played an important role in bringing the Mongols to Islam. He

developed strong ties with the Mongols of the Golden Horde and took

steps for the Golden Horde Mongols to travel to Egypt. The arrival of the

Mongol's Golden Horde to Egypt resulted in a significant number of

Mongols accepting Islam.

■ Qalawun was the one who ruled after him (his slave), he wanted his son

to rule after him (he was defied by people)
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● Shagar el dor and her husband died so that left the spot for the ruler empty

● The slaves were young when they were captured in the desert from their homeland and

were sold in the middle east (that was the system in the medieval times)

● Slaves acted as personal bodyguards for most rulers and it wasn’t necessarily

something degrading

Week 14
Reading - Cleveland

● Rise of the Ottomans:

○ The gazi states were driven mainly by Islam and fighting against the Christian

Roman Byzantines but they also wanted to benefit from such wars by gaining

power and wealth

○ The gazi states were mainly tribal but they imitated the court life of settled Islamic

empires

■ They adopted the style of Islamic urban civilization by practicing

patronage, establishing institutions for islamic learning and also

appointing shari’ah judges to ensure that the law was properly applied

○ Osman (turkish chieftain) was one of the rulers of the gazi states and he

achieved some successes in wars against byzantines which made him have a

good reputation and it made other chieftains and tribesmen to join him

○ This allowed Osman to grow and expand and defeat the byzantines

○ After taking the byzantine capital (Istanbul today, previously Constantinople), they

made it their own capital and stated independence by making new coins and also

affirmed their religious zeal by creating madrasas and mosques and this allowed

them to become an established state

○ By naming them the Osmanlis, it created a sense of belonging to a single

dynastic house and created sentiments of solidarity and loyalty which

transcended tribal affiliations

○ When they took Istanbul they also spent a lot on architectural buildings inspired

by the Islamic style and made it one of the most beautiful cities out there in order

to symbolize the power and wealth of the Ottomans

○ The location of Istanbul was strategic because it allowed them to dominate the

Black Sea and Eastern Mediterranean, however they needed a navy to be able to

expand even further
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through the Industrial Revolution which required markets and raw

materials that were under the power of the Ottoman Sultan, this meant

that the European rulers started to interfere with the affairs of the Sultan

and started to control him and get it at

■ It was relative rather than absolute

■ It was an economic decline

■ The europeans had privileges and taking raw materials at low prices and

then selling them in their markets at very high prices

○ What is the reason behind the Ottoman success? How did they stay in power for

so long?

■

○ What are the Ottoman institutions?

■ Slave Elite (Dershvit), how is it different from the Mamluk System

■ Military

■ Administration

■ Religious and Educational

■ Milat

● Safavids:

○ The Safavids were ruling Iraq and Iran in the early 16th century

○ Before the 16th century, the Mongols were ruling Iraq and Iran and when it died,

the Safavid family took over headed by El Shah (king) Ismail el Safavi

● Powers on the Scene:

○ Mamluks were ruling Egypt and Syria and were very weak and decaying

○ Safavids ruling Iraq and Iran and were a rising Empire

○ Ottomans in Eastern Europe and was a rising Empire

● Both Ottomans and Safavids were very powerful because they used gunpowder

weapons

● What are gunpowder weapons? Who was the first to use them?

○ First used in China and Spain then other empires such as Russian, Ottoman and

Safavids started using them

● The Ottomans and Safavids fought together in the battle of Chaldiran and the Ottomans

won and took over Iraq and this was a turning point for the Safavids

● The Safavids were determined to keep Iran and they decided to change its religion from

Sunni Islam to Shia Islam and enforcing people to change their religion to Shia
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but was still not an institution, however religious men were close to

power

● It became more structured and strict during the time of Mohamed

Ali

○ Development of the Army/Military over the years

■ Entire timeline (each dynasty) or specific one

■ Discuss the different mamluks, especially those under Ottoman rule who

were very weak

■ The army was always nomadic:

● Early Arabs were nomadic and same for Umayyads

● Abbasids had Arab then they employed Turks who were nomadic

● Fatimids had Berbers and Turks who were nomadic

● Ottomans was the only one not made of nomads because it was

made of peasants of europe (sedentary) (Janissaries) (same with

Mohamed Ali)(opposes the point of Ibn Khaldun because it was

very strong)

● The sipahis was made of Turkish warlords and freeborn Turkish

warriors and was nomadic

● Ibn Khaldun lived during the Mamluks therefore he was very

influenced by them and saw how powerful and strong they are and

they were nomads (it’s the strong boy in the desert who can be an

army man)

● Sedentary are good for tax collection and scribes

○ Development of Administration as an institution

■ During the 4 caliphs there was no administration because they left subject

people to manage themselves and only collected the jizyah and the

qurayshis managed the tax collection (during Omar)

■ Fatimid administration was CHristian and Jews Egyptians who were

sedentary

■ All empires based their administration on the Roman Byzantine Empire

which was sedentary

■ The Ottomans administration was sedentary and same for Mohamed Ali

○ Nomads vs Sedentary over the different empires

■ Ottomans were nomads
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■ This is because the world was changing around us

■ They fell into the same trap of power

■ They had a similar pattern to that of Umayyads but they kept declining for

a very long time but they did not disappear, they stayed caliphs even

when they were declining

■ They established a religious legitimacy which made people still follow

them after they were relieved of that power

○ After the civil war between Al Amin and Al Mamoun, the Abbasi army was very

weak so they decided to build a new army that will be very strong

○ This is usually done by recruiting strong nomads who were the turkish nomads

(they lived in central asia - north of china)

○ The turks were a race and not a country who lived in the desert

○ Turkey as a country did not exist back then

○ This created tension between the arab army and turks and therefore the Abbassi

caliph took his army of turks and moved Samaraa (new capital)

○ Later on, the turkish army took control and the arab army was released

○ The caliph will lose his political power to the turkish army but he will retain his

religious authority

○ This meant that the turkish army started to challenge the caliph and they would

take lands/cities to themselves and the caliph became a puppet

○ This led to many independent states within the empire but they still are under the

name of the Abbasid empire and they read his name in the khotba (he’s just a

symbol but not feared)

○ Ahmed ibn toloun took Egypt to himself but was still under the Abbasid empire

but he would not send taxes to the empire

○ Also the turkish army took control of the caliphs who were already weak

○ This was mainly because there were riots in baghdad (people were not happy,

not many resources) therefore the caliphs moved away from the capital in

isolated cities which allowed the army to take more control and they were able to

assassinate the caliphs who did not accommodate their needs

○ Also the caliphs were weak because they were materialistic and indulged in

luxury (this is the theory of Ibn Khaldun, with luxury people lose power and they

start going down the hill)
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